The manual signs in sign languages are generated and interpreted using three basic building blocks: handshape, motion, and place of articulation. When combined, these three components (together with palm orientation) uniquely determine the meaning of the manual sign. This means that the use of pattern recognition techniques that only employ a subset of these components is inappropriate for interpreting the sign or to build automatic recognizers of the language. In this paper, we define an algorithm to model these three basic components form a single video sequence of two-dimensional pictures of a sign. Recognition of these three components are then combined to determine the class of the signs in the videos. Experiments are performed on a database of (isolated) American Sign Language (ASL) signs. The results demonstrate that, using semi-automatic detection, all three components can be reliably recovered from two-dimensional video sequences, allowing for an accurate representation and recognition of the signs.
Introduction
Sign languages are used all over the world as a primary means of communication by deaf people. American Sign Language (ASL) is one example, with broad uses in the United States. According to current estimates, in the United States alone, it is used regularly by more than 500, 000 people, and up to 2 million use it from time to time. There is thus a great need for systems that can interpret ASL (e.g., computer interfaces) or can serve as interpreters between ASL and English (e.g., in hospitals).
As other sign languages, ASL has a manual component and a non-manual one (i.e., the face). The manual sign is further divided into three components: i) handshape, ii) motion, and iii) place of articulation (6; 10; 38; 31; 30) 2 . Most manual signs can only be distinguished when all three components have been identified. An example is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this figure, the words (more accurately called concepts 3 or signs in ASL) "search" and "drink" share the same handshape, but have different motion and place of articulation; "family" and "class" share the same motion and place of articulation, but have a different handshape. Similarly, the concepts "onion" and "apple" could only be distinguished by their place of articulation -one near the eye region, the other at the chin.
If we are to build computers that can recognize ASL, it is imperative that we develop algorithms that can identify these three components of the manual sign. In this paper, we present innovative algorithms for obtaining the motion, handshape and place of articulation of the manual sign. This is obtained from a single video sequence of the sign. By place of articulation (POA), we mean that we can identify the location of the hand with respect to the face and torso of the signer. The motion is given by the path travelled by the dominant hand from start to end of the sign and by its rotation. The dominant hand is that which is used in single handed signs -usually the right hand for right-handed people. As we will see later, some signs actually involve the use of the two hands.
Finally, the handshape is given by the linguistically significant fingers (6) . In each ASL sign, only a subset of fingers is actually of linguistic significance. While the position of the other fingers is irrelevant, the linguistically significant 2 A fourth component can be included to this list: palm orientation. In this paper we do not directly model this, because, as we will show, it can be obtained from the other three components. 3 It is important to note that in ASL signs correspond to concepts not words. In many instances, more than one signed concept is needed to represent a word. These are known as compound signs. This is the case, for example, when we want to sign the word "lawyer," which requires the concepts "law" and "person." fingers are the ones associated to meaning. We address the issue as follows. First, we assume that while not all the fingers are visible in the video sequence of a sign, those that are linguistically significant are (even if only for a short period of time). This assumption is based on the observation that signers must provide the necessary information to observers to make a sign unambiguous. Therefore, the significant fingers ought to be visible at some point. With this assumption in place, we can use structure-from-motion algorithms to recover the 3D structure and motion of the hand. To accomplish this though, we need to define algorithms that are robust to occlusions. This is necessary because although the significant fingers may be visible for some interval of time, these may be occluded elsewhere. We thus need to extract as much information as possible from each segment of our sequence. Here, we also assume that algorithms will soon be developed for the detection or tracking of hand fiducials (e.g., knuckles). This is a very challenging task that has challenged researchers in computer vision for quite some time. To show the state of the art in this area, we develop a particle filter tracker. We will show that such a state-ofthe-art approach is able to successfully track a large number of knuckles, but not all. To properly test the innovative algorithms presented in this paper, we will manually correct those fiducials that cannot be successfully tracked.
Further research should indeed be directed to this problem.
Once the three components of the sign described above are recovered, we can construct a feature space to represent each sign. This will also allow us to do recognition in new video sequences. Here, we will also assume that each of the ASL signs has been properly segmented or appear in isolation. Combining signs into sentences would require the use of additional motion information and of the non-manuals.
There are computer vision systems which only use a single feature for sign representation and recognition (27; 4; 41; 26; 22) . In several of these algorithms, the discriminant information is generally searched within a feature space constructed with appearance-based features such as images of pre-segmented hands (4), hand binary masks (29; 1), and hand contours (34) . The other most typically used feature is motion (41; 26) . For recognition, one generally uses Hidden Markov Models (34; 29; 1), neural networks (41) or multiple discriminant analysis (4) . These methods are limited to the identification of signs clearly separated by the single feature in use. Hence, even though these systems are useful for the recognition of a few signs, they are inappropriate as building blocks for the design of interfaces that can interpret and understand a large number of ASL signs. If we are to design a system capable of understanding ASL, we need to have a representation that uses the different components of the sign listed above. Also, these methods may be sensitive to (or biased toward) outliers or noise in the training data (44) .
There are some existing linguistic-based algorithms for the recognition of signs. In general, these methods extract certain features by means of a data-glove (35; 16; 21; 36; 5) , some 2D image segmentation algorithm to delineate the hand (18; 2; 5), or a 2D hand contour extraction (33) . Similar to the single featurebased sign recognition system defined above, Neuron Network (35) or Hidden Markov Models (21; 36; 5) are used to classify each linguistic component. After all the components are classified, they are combined together for the classification of the signs using decision trees (16) , dictionary lookups (33) or nearest neighbors (35) .
There are problems in these existing methods. First, only the systems using data-glove (35; 16; 21; 36; 5) are capable of capturing the 3D positions information. Unfortunately, the use of gloves limits the application of the algorithms greatly and they affect the psychological and physical execution of the sign. Thus, the performed signs are not in their natural conditions and most signers feel that these constraints greatly limits their communication channel. This is the main reason why several authors have moved to vision (33; 18) . Unfortunately, in these algorithms, the features used to classify the components are simple 2D features. With these 2D features, the algorithms are very vulnerable to the inevitable self-occlusion of the hands, the variability of the signers and the point of view of the sign.
In comparison to these existing algorithms, our approach reconstructs the 3D handshape and the 3D motion of each sign in the signer's coordinate system from video sequences without the need of a data-glove. Therefore, our algorithm can be used to model and recognize a much larger amount of signs in a natural setting. In our approach, the 3D motion and place of articulation of the signs are also identified. With these three main linguistic components of ASL manual signs identified, our algorithm can provide robust recognition over a large variety of signers and points of view.
Our first goal is to define a robust algorithm that can recover the handshape and motion trajectory of each manual sign as well as their position with respect to the signer. In our approach, we allow not only for self-occlusions but also for imprecise localizations of the fiducial points. We restrict ourselves to the case where the handshape does not change from start to end, because this represents a sufficiently large number of the concepts in ASL (31) and allows us to use linear fitting algorithms. Derivations of our method are in Section 2.1. The motion path of the hand can then be obtained using solutions to the three point resection problem (14) . Since these solutions are generally very sensitive to imprecisely localized feature points, we introduced a robustified version that searches for the most stable computation. Derivations for this method are in Section 2.2.
To recover the position of the hand with respect to the face, we make use of a recently proposed face detection algorithm (9) . We find the distance from the face to the camera as the maximum distances travelled by the hand in all signs of that person. Using the perspective model, we obtain the 3D position of the face using the camera coordinate system. Then, the 3D position of the hand can be described using the face coordinate system, providing the necessary information to discriminate signs (10; 38; 6). Derivations are in Section 2.3. In Section 3, we detail on how each of these representations can be employed for the recognition of the sign. Experimental results are in Section 4, where we develop on the uses of the algorithms presented in this paper.
Modelling the Three Components of the Manual Sign
In this section, we derive algorithms for recovering the 3D information necessary to uniquely identify each sign.
Handshape reconstruction
First, we need to recover the 3D handshape of the signs in the video sequence. In our algorithm, handshapes are defined by the 3D-world positions of a set of hand points (fiducials), corresponding to the hand knuckles, finger tips and the wrist. Examples of the handshapes are shown in Fig. 2 .
We denote the set of all 3D-world hand points as P e = [p 1 , . . . , p n ], where
T specifies the three dimensional coordinates of the i th feature point in the Euclidean coordinate system. The image points in camera j are given by Q j = A j P e +b j , j = 1, 2, . . . , m, where Q j = [q j1 , . . . , q jn ] is a matrix whose columns describe the image points, and A j and b j are the parameters of the j th affine camera.
Our goal here in handshape reconstruction is to recover P e , with regard to the object (i.e., hand) coordinate system, from known Q j , j = 1, 2, ..., m.
The general approach to solve this kind of problems is to employ structurefrom-motion algorithms. However, in our application we need to use the model defined above to recover the 3D shape even when not all the feature points are visible in all frames, i.e., with occlusions. Hence, the general approach cannot be employed in our case. To resolve this problem we work as follows.
First, we represent the set of affine equations defined above in a compact form as D = AP, where
When there is neither noise nor missing data, D is of rank 4 or less, since it is the product of A, a four column matrix, and P, which has 4 rows. If we consider a column vector of D as a point in the R 2m space, all the points from D lie in a 4-dimensional subspace of R
2m
. This subspace, which is actually the column space of D, is denoted as L. If there was no missing data or noise, any four linear independent columns of D would span L. Note that, in this case, factorization algorithms (15) can be applied directly to obtain L.
When there is missing data in a column vector D i , any solution is possible. Hence, unless we have some additional information, we need to find a mechanism to recover it. To resolve this problem, we realize that the possible points in this column vector create an affine subspace, denoted D i . 
Let the four columns selection be
Since there are no identical columns in F k , we know that
In the noise free case, the spaces defined by S k intersect, which means that L should be a subset of the intersection of all these spaces,
Unfortunately, with localization errors (i.e., noise in the data matrix) as well as errors caused by inaccurate affine modelling, L does not generally lie in every S k . This implies that, generally, the intersection of all S k is empty or of lower dimension than that needed to recover the structure of the hand.
To resolve this problem, one can use the null-space technique of (19) . In this approach, the orthogonal space of S k is denoted as S Once L has been properly estimated, we can use the non-missing elements of each column in D to fill in the missing positions of the data matrix. This is readily achieved as a linear combination of u 1 , u 2 , u 3 and u 4 .
Note that in the approach described thus far, we use all possible F k to construct N. This approach works best when there is no noise in the original data matrix. In general though, the data matrix has an unknown additive noise term. Ideally, we would like to use only those subsets that are less affected by this additive noise term. The problem is that in the absence of prior knowledge (which is our case), there is no mechanism to know which submatrices carry more noise than others. A solution to this problem is to select the submatrices based on their sensitivity to noise. A recent result (20) shows that the submatrices with most distinct column vectors are precisely those less affected by the additive noise term. In (20) , a Deviation Parameter (DP) criterion is defined to measure the effects of noise in each submatrix. This DP value gives a measure of the sensitivity of a matrix to perturbation due to additive Gaussian noise. A large DP value for F k means this submatrix is more vulnerable to noise. Missing elements also increase the DP value. Using this criterion, all F k can be sorted in ascending order of relevance.
The next question we need to address is how many submatrices F k are necessary to recover the 3D shape of the hand. Note that the DP criterion sorts the submatrices according to how noise affects them, but we still require to select the first r of these. To achieve this, we compute the error between the fitted matrix (i.e., our result) and the data matrix. In this process, only the visible elements of the matrix are compared by means of the Frobenius norm. Each possible value of r yields an error E r . The D providing the minimum of these differences is selected as the solution. With D computed, it is easy to decompose it into the (affine) shape P and motion A using factorization.
As noted above, P represents the affine shape of the hand. We also know that two affine shapes are equivalent if there exists an affine transformation between them. To break this ambiguity, we need to include the Euclidean constraints in our equations. Assuming the orthographic model of a camera, we can resolve the above problem by finding that H =
to the Euclidean model (with obvious notation). Orthographic cameras will be equivalent to the Euclidean space when the following constraints hold, 2) is a linear system for the symmetric matrix K. We can then recover C as follows. First we initialize C using the Cholesky decomposition as C = √ K. Second, we use the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for nonlinear fitting to find the best local solution (7).
The Euclidean shape of our object is then given by P = H −1 P. Fig. 2 shows example results for the recovery of the 3D handshapes "1," "3," "5," "8," "F," "K," "A," "I," "L" and "W." Note that these signs correspond to the handshapes only, and do not have any meaning by themselves -unless they are combined with a motion and place of articulation.
If a column in D has a large number of missing elements, we may very well be unable to recover any 3D information from it. Note, however, that this can we show additional example images and corresponding 3D reconstruction for the following handshapes: "3," "5," "8," "F," "K," "A," "I," "L" and "W."
only happen when one of the fingers is occluded during the entire sequence, in which case, we will assume that this finger is not linguistically significant. This means we do not need to recover its 3D shape, because this will be irrelevant for the analysis and understanding of the sign. As argued above, this is a grounded hypothesis, because if a linguistically significant finger is not visible, the sign will either be ambiguous or meaningless.
Motion Reconstruction
We can now recover the 3D motion path of the hand by finding the pose difference between each pair of consecutive frames. That means, we need to estimate the translation and rotation made by the object from frame to frame using the camera coordinate system. A typical solution to this problem is given by the PNP resection problem (14) . Also, in this case, the appropriate model to use is perspective projection, because we are interested in small changes.
In the three point perspective pose estimation problem, we employ three object points, p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 , with coordinates
T . Our goal is to recover these values for each of the points. Since the 3D shape of the object has already been recovered, the interpoint distances, i.e., namely a = p 2 − p 1 , b = p 1 − p 3 , and c = p 3 − p 2 , can be easily calculated.
As it is well-known, the perspective model is given by
where
T is the i th image point and f is the focal length of the camera. The object is in the direction specified by the following unit vector
Now, the task reduces to finding those scalers, s 1 , s 2 and s 3 , such that p i = s i w i . The angles between these unit vectors can be calculated as
Grunert's solution to this problem (13) , is based on the assumption that s 2 = µs 1 and s 3 = νs 1 , which allows us to reduce the three point resection problem to a fourth order polynomial of ν:
where the coefficients A 4 , A 3 , A 2 , A 1 and A 0 are functions of interpoint distances a, b, c and the angles α, β, γ between all w i (14) .
Such polynomials are known to have zero, two or four real roots. With each real root from (5), we can calculate µ, s 1 , s 2 , s 3 and the values of p 1 , p 2 and p 3 . Then, to recover the translation and rotation of the hand points, we use the nine equations given by
where w p i is a hand point as given by the world coordinate system, and R and t = [t x , t y , t z ] T are the rotation matrix and translation vector we need to recover.
The nine entries of the rotation matrix are not independent. To reduce the 12 parameters to nine, we use a two-step method. 1) First, we note that the three points being used in the resection algorithm define a plane. We can now move and rotate this plane to match that of the x-y plane of the camera coordinate system. This rotation, R 1 , is given by the norm of the vectors defining the plane. Combined with the translation, t 1 , needed to position the plane at the origin of the coordinate system, we have
Here, we also have z i = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. 2) In our second step, we use linear methods to solve the system of equations. Substituting
Now denote the three columns of R 2 r 1 , r 2 and r 3 , and recall that r 3 = r 1 × r 2 . Furthermore, since z i = 0, the three entries in r 3 can be eliminated. This then becomes an easy to solve linear system of 9 unknowns and 9 equations, followed by a simple cross product to obtain the final solution.
The result of the two-step procedure described above results in the following transformation
With analogy to (6), we have
To make things easier to work with, we parameterize the rotation matrix using the three rotation angles r x , r y and r z , as
cos ry cos rz cos ry sin rz − sin ry − cos r x sin r z + sin r x sin r y cos r z cos r x cos r z + sin r x sin r y sin r z sin r x cos r y sin rx sin rz + cos rx sin ry cos rz − sin rx cos rz + cos rx sin ry sin rz cos rx cos ry
Using this parametrization, the object is first rotated about the z-axis (in a clockwise direction when looking towards the origin) for angle r z , then about the y-axis (r y ) and finally about the x-axis (r x ). We also note that for each R recovered, depending on the free choice of the sign of cos r y , we have two sets of parameters: (r x , r y , r z ) and (r x + π, π − r y , r z + π). Since these two solutions correspond to the same rotation, we only need to consider one of them. In the following, and without loss of generality, we will assume that the positive solution is the correct one.
The procedure described above provides a solution up to a sign ambiguity in the z direction. Note that aligning the plane defined by our triple with the x-y-plane implies z = 0. Hence there are two solutions for R. One is given by a negative z direction, i.e., the Normal of the plane pointing toward the negative quadrant. The other solution points toward the positive quadrant. This ambiguity will need to be considered in our derivations below.
Recall that the handshapes we work with are constant from beginning to end of each sign. This means that the rotations and translations obtained using the method described above for each of the possible triplets have to be the same. However, the polynomial defined in (5) may have more than one root and, in general, it is not known which of these roots correspond to the solution of our problem. To resolve this problem, we calculate all the solutions given by all possible triplets, and use a voting method to find the best solution.
In this approach, each solution for R is represented in a three-dimensional space defined by r x , r y and r z , i.e., each solution is a point (vector) in this 3D space. Once we have calculated the solutions of each triplet, we need to determine which of them is the best solution. To this end, we use a Parzen window approach, where a circular window of radius T is centered at the location of each vector. Then, the number of solutions (votes) in each of these Parzen windows is calculated. The final solution is defined as the mean of all the sample vectors within the window with most votes.
More formally, let us define the rotation obtained with the k th triplet as r k , and the window of radius T centered at r k as N k . The number V (r k ) of sample
and n s is the total number of triplets. Then, the most voted solution is given byr = arg max
The same algorithms can be used to obtain a solution for t, yieldingt. Note that in almost all voting methods, the determination of the best window width (2T in our algorithm) is very difficult even when we can assume that we know the distribution of the variable to be voted. In our algorithm, we use T = 10. This value is determined because that 2T (= 20) is about
of the total ranges of the variables.
The results above allow us to obtain the final estimates of the rotation and translation. These are given by the means of all the samples in V (r) and V (t). Note that in the process described above, the voting was used to eliminate the outliers from the solutions of Grunert's polynomials and the mean to provide an estimate based on the remaining inliers. This procedure is generally more robust than Grunert's solution.
To show that our method can cope better with localization errors than the classical algorithm proposed by Grunert, we now provide some statistical analysis. For this purpose, we constructed synthetic handshapes with known motion parameters. Noise evenly distributed over [−n, n] (in pixels), with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, is added to the image points locations in both the horizontal and vertical axes. Error rates of our method and of the mean to the solutions of Gurnerts's algorithm are given in Fig. 3 .
Place of articulation
To successfully represent the 3D handshape and motion recovered using the above presented algorithms, we need to be able to describe these with respect to the signer not the camera. For this, we can set the face as a frame of reference. This is appropriate because the face provides a large amount of information and serves as the main center of attention (25) . For example, the sign "father" is articulated using handshape "5" (as shown in Fig.  2 (c) ), and with a forward-backward motion at the forehead (i.e., the thumb tapping the forehead). This is an easy sign to recognize, because there is a single meaning associated to it. However, the same sign signed at the chin means "mother." Therefore, the same handshape and motion can have dif- feren meanings when this is signed at different locations. Perhaps most interestingly, there are signs that modify their interpretation (or utility) with regard to where they are signed. For example, the concept "hurt" has distinct meanings depending on the place of articulation. When signed around the forehead, it means "headache," but if signed around the stomach area it means "stomachache." This means that to correctly interpret every concept (sign) in ASL, one needs to model its place of articulation too.
A convenient reference point to use is the face, because this can be readily and reliably detected using computer vision algorithms. In particular, we will use the center of the face as the origin of the 3D space, and describe the place of articulation with regard to this origin. Without loss of generality, we can further assume the face defines the x-y plane of our 3D representation and, hence, the location of the face also provides the direction of the x, y and z axes of our 3D coordinate system.
To properly define the face coordinate system just described, we employed a recently proposed face detection algorithm (9) . In sign language, the hand often touches or comes across the face, which causes imprecise detection or miss-detections of the face. Given that the motion of the head is generally small during a sign, a Gaussian models can be utilized to fit the results. Let
, where [x, y] is the detected face center, r the radius, and t the frame number. We now fit a Gaussian model over the face detection in all frames,
the variances. If several faces are detected in each image, they can be described as
provides a simple measure of detection accuracy. Outliers can then be detected as those having distances larger than 1. The rest of the detections are considered inliers. From the inlier detections f ti , the final detection f t in frame t is chosen as the one with smallest d ti value. If there is no inlier detection in a frame, the location of the missed face is estimated using a linear interpolation of the neighboring frames. This robust face detection in video enables us to use a face model to partition the face into linguistically useful facial regions. This face model, which includes estimated locations of the principal internal facial features has been learned from sample face. Examples of this face detection procedure are shown in Fig. 4 .
In our data-set, extracted from (23), the signing person stands in a fixed position. For each signer, we can define the distance from the signer to the camera as the maximum distance between the hand and the camera in all video sequences. However, simply taking the maximum distance as above makes it sensitive to outliers due to a single or a couple of inaccurately recovered motions. To resolve this issue , we employ the distance from the face of a signer to the camera, Z f , using a "modified maximum" defined as follows. We denote the maximum distance between the hand and the camera in the i
f are relatively small when compared to the distance between the face and the camera, we assume that D f can be modelled using a Gaussian model 
. We then define the x-y plane to be that provided by the face. Here, we assume that the face is planar, because we are only concerned with the main plane defined by the frontal view of the face. Whenever the face is frontal, there will only be a translation between the camera coordinate system and that of the face, i.e.,
. This is the most common case in our examples, since the subjects in (23) were asked to signed while looking at the camera. Using this approach, we can define the place of articulation with respect to the subjects' coordinate system. Using the approach derived in Sections 2.1-2.2, we recover the 3D handshape and the 3D motion parameters. These are now described with respect to the place of articulation obtained from the method described in this section to uniquely represent the sign. Two examples of this complete modelling are in Fig. 5 .
Recognition of ASL Signs
Thus far, we have presented an approach to describe an ASL manual sign using its three basic building blocks -handshape, motion and place of articulation. We will now introduce algorithms that use this representation to do recognition of ASL signs. We will also illustrate how the proposed approach can distinguish between very similar signs, i.e., signs that only diverge in one of these three components.
Handshape Recognition
The handshape model defined in Section 2.1 provides information of the spatial location of each of the hand knuckles, the tip of each finger and the wrist. Since each pair of consecutive points defines an underlying bone, our representation also includes information of the angle between these segments. This spatial representation of the handshapes provides a simple mechanism for comparison. For this, the feature points need to be normalized by position and scale. Shift invariance is given by centering the mean of the hand points at the origin. The handshape is then scaled to have unit spectral norm. After normalization, least-squares (LS) is used to find the affine transformation between each pair of handshapes. Let P 1 and P 2 be a pair of handshapes after normalization, solving for T * 1 = arg min T 1 T 1 P 1 − P 2 2 and T * 2 = arg min T 2 P 1 − T 2 P 2 2 provides the least-squares solutions, where
are the twenty feature points describing the handshape, 4 as shown in Fig. 6 , and T j ∈ R
3×3
is an affine transformation. We take the mean of the two residuals as the error of our fitting process,
where A 2 = trace(A T A) is the 2-norm of a matrix. The equation defined in the preceding paragraph is solely concerned with the spatial location of the feature points. Nonetheless, a handshape is also defined by the angles between different segments. Hence, it is necessary to incorporate this information in our formulation. Fig. 6 shows the different angles that we will use to compare two handshapes. In (a) we label the nine joint angles employed by our algorithm, and in (b) the angle difference between neighboring fingers. We describe these 13 angles of P i in a vector as . . . , θ 13 ) T . The comparison of the angle is
where a 2 = √ a T a is the 2-norm of a vector.
(a) (b) Fig. 6 . An illustration of (a) the joint angles used in our approach, and (b) the angle differences between fingers.
The two measures described above, E shape and E angle , provide a comparison of the handshapes using the spatial data and the angle differences. However, while some of these features are visible for a large number of frames in each video sequence, others are only visible in a very small interval. Since the algorithm introduced in Section 2 generally gains precision as more sample images become available, it is costumary to weight each of the features according to the number of times they are visible in the video sequence. This point is related to the "linguistically significant" fingers described earlier. In general the linguistically significant fingers will be visible for most of the duration of the video sequence, because these are the ones that carry the meaning. Again, this suggests a penalty term on the less relevant information. 
This new measurement allows us to write the vector of visibility
T . The visibility difference between two handshapes is given by
Note that the range of values taken by each of the error measurements defined above is [0, 1]. This suggest a simple combination of the three errors as
Finally, for recognition purposes, a new test handshape P is classified as having the same meaning (class) as that P i with smallest value for (8) . More formally, let P ck be the k th sample of handshape c. Then, the handshape label h of P is given by h = arg min c min k E(P, P ck ).
Motion Recognition
Motion is not only one of the basic elements of a sign without which recognition is not possible, it also carries additional information such as stress and other prosodic cues (40) . The motion representation described in Section 2.2 is appropriate for these tasks. In this section, we show how it can also be used to do recognition of a set of basic ASL motions.
Most ASL signs include one or more of the following nine motion patterns: "up," "down," "left," "right," "forward," "backward," "circle," "tapping"/"shake," and "rotation." To this list, we should include a tenth class which we will refer to as "none." This final class specifies a sign with no associated motion (stationary).
To accurately detect each of these motions using the representation presented in Section 2.2, we need to determine the beginning and end of the sign. These are generally given by two known cues -the zero-crossings of the velocity curve and eye blinks. In some instances these could be difficult to determine. Additional features have to be considered when signs are signed in varying contexts (42) and research on discovering these features is an important area in linguistics.
To do recognition, we employ the translation vectors and the rotation matrices describing the motion from frame to frame. Before these are combined to describe the motion trajectory (path) of the sign, we need to eliminate the noise term. To do this we fit polynomial functions to the sequence of translation vectors we recovered. The degree of the polynomial is defined proportional to the number of frames used to estimate the motion trajectory. 
The process described above provides the translation and rotation information needed to define the path traveled by the hand. To properly define this, let
be the vector defining the translation and rotation made by the hand from frame i to frame i + 1.
Since we are not studying the prosody of the sign, we can eliminate the scaling factor in g j . This is in fact necessary to do classification of the motion regardless of other factors such as stress and intonation (40) . An exception is done to disambiguate the small movements of "tapping" and "shake" from the larger ones of "forward-backward" and "right-left." An example, is the concept "father," which uses tapping, and "interview," which generally involves one or more forward-backward motions.
The translation between consecutive frames [v
T is used for recognizing the direction of movement. To be considered a valid detection, the translation ought to be larger than a minimum value T v . On the strength aspect, a valid directed motion needs to be larger than the percentage T vs of the total strength. If the signer is left-handed, the 3D motion will be mirrored in the x-axis. Note that in our system, we decompose diagonal motion into the motions in the x-axis, y-axis or z-axis. For example, for the diagonal motion "left and down", both "left" motion and "down" motion are detected. In other words, we do not distinguish "left and down" from "left then down." Rotation is detected in the same manner. To be considered a real rotation, its velocity, given by the sum of the rotation angles [θ z ], needs to be larger than a pre-specified threshold T R . Again, the strength of the total rotation angles should be larger than T R s to be considered a valid rotation.
Circular motions are trickier to detect and require of additional attention. To properly detect these, a nested mechanism is constructed. First we obtain a 3D trajectory [t 
., m.
Note that the larger the number n g is, the denser the sampling, which leads to a higher frame rate. Here, we use n g = 3m, since this corresponds to a frame rate of 90 frames per second, which is generally a good choice for circle motion detection. Since circles are signed as approximated 2D curves, we project the 3D trajectory onto several 2D planes. In the first step of the process, we consider four 2D projections, given by the x-y plane, the x-z plane, the y-z plane, and the plane defined by the first two principle components of the 3D points defining the curve. These four options consider a variety of commonly signed circular motions in ASL. Most use the first three choices -a rotation parallel to one of the planes defined by the signer's coordinate system. However, in some cases, and especially when the signer and observer (camera) are not in front of one another, the rotation needs to be defined according to the principal components of the motion. This option is slightly more sensitive to noise, but, because of the reasons cited here, it needs to be considered.
For each of the four 2D planes defined in the preceding paragraph, we have the projected 2D curve defined by the points [q T , j = j 1 , ..., j 2 , are put through a Hough transforms analysis using the 2D points on the plane defined by the first two principle components of the 3D points with radius [r c − 3 ∼ r c + 3] . Note that only the 2D projected values are used, because, for the points in this interval to form a circle, they should lie on a plane. Similar to the above, the monotonicity of the angle is computed. Since the distances of the points to the circle center should be identical for circles, we require the distances in this interval to be closer to the radius and to have variances less than T r . Here, T r is set to (0.2r c ) an interval [j 1 , j 2 ] satisfies these conditions, a circle with radius r c is detected. Fig. 7 shows an example detection of a circle defined in the x-z plane.
Note that in the above defined circle detection procedure, the direction of motion is ignored. This information is still present in the spatial information of g i . Note also that if a circle in the original 3D trajectory is mostly in the x-y plane, the x-z plane or the y-z plane, it is usually detected both in this plane and the 2D plane of the principle components with very similar radices. Since we are only interested in the existence of the circle motion, this will be treated as a single circular motion. When a sign trajectory corresponds to a small motion, as in tapping and shaking, the motion detector defined in the preceding paragraphs will not generally detect them. Instead, these will be considered small components of the noise term. If we are to detect these motions robustly, we need to define a second set of thresholds whose sole purpose is to detect small motion patterns. For this task, the thresholds defined above are reduced to half of their value. The same motion extraction algorithm is then used to determine the existence of small components in the motion pattern. If such a small motion is detected we classified it as "tapping" whenever this involves movements about two opposite directions, and as "shaking" whenever there is a rotation involved. All other cases are classified as "none."
Figs. 8 and 9 show seven examples of motion detection obtained from actual ASL signs. Recall that many ASL concepts are signed using a sequence of two or more of the motion classes described in this section. The algorithm described above will detect the beginning and end of each of these. Two examples are given in Fig. 10 . The first example corresponds to the motion of the sign "legal," which includes a left followed by a down motion. The sign "forever" is signed with a right then forward motion.
Before we finish this section, it is worth mentioning that the motion recognition described in this section is invariant not only to the size of the sign, but also to the number of repetitions and length of the sign. This will prove very useful when recognizing signs from different subjects.
Detection of the place of articulation
In our modelling of ASL signs described in Section 2, the place of articulation is given with respect to the center of the face. To properly define the location of the hand, we use the hand fiducial that is closest to the face. The position of this fiducial with respect to the coordinate system of the face defines the POA (place of articulation) of the sign.
In some signs, the POA is not used to disambiguate signs but to define a specific location or meaning. For example, in the sign "you" or "she," we point to the appropriate person. These signs generally happen away from the face. Thus, all the signs that are not close or around the face area will not be assigned any POA, and we label them with "none."
As mentioned earlier, the face is detected using a recently proposed algorithm (9) , which also provides an estimate of the size (radius) of the face. The face area is divided into eight regions, Fig. 11 . Each of these divisions is necessary to distinguish between several signs. For example, the forehead region (labeled "1" in Fig. 11 ) is used for paternal signs such as "father" and "boy," while the chin region (labeled 6 in the figure) is related to maternal signs such as "mother" and "girl."
The template of the eight divisions shown in Fig. 11 is obtained from a set of manually marked images. Once the template is learned, it is used to estimate the location of these regions in every image in our ASL sequences. When the POA is an "inherent feature," that is, when the position does not change during the duration of the sign, the POA is that position. When the POA is a "prosodic feature," that is, when it changes during the formation of the sign, we choose the position of the starting point or the ending position of the sign, whichever is closest to the face. The POA positions are then labeled with one of the eight classes shown in Fig. 11 . The label is assigned according to the region that is closest to the POA. Fig. 12 , shows a few examples of this process.
There are many signs that share a common handshapes but have different places of articulation. This is illustrated in Fig. 13 . In the first example of this figure, the sign "car" is signed in front of the torso (far from the face), while the sign "lousy" occurs with the thumb touching the nose tip. In the second example, the sign"water" is signed with the tip of the index finger touching the chin, while "Wednesday" is signed on a side.
Using the three components for recognition
The first reason why one needs to model the three basic components of a sign (handshape, motion, and place of articulation) is because the three are needed to uniquely identify each possible sign.
A second important reason is because it allows for the recognition of previously unseen signs. Note that it only takes a sample of each handshape to be able to represent each possible sign that uses it. The other, unseen signs are given by the motion classes we have defined and every possible POA. For example, the sign "mother" is not present in the dataset of (23) that we will be using for testing. Nonetheless, the sign "father," which is in the database, uses the same handshape and motion as "mother" . The only difference is that while father is signed on the forehead (area 1 in our model), mother is signed on the chin (area 6). If we are to recognize the concept "mother," all we need to know is that it is the same as father but with a different POA; we do not actually need to provide a video sequence with the sign or train any classifier.
This is a key advantage of the proposed system. It means that our system can be trained with a small number of signs. Additional concepts (or word) can be added from a dictionary, e.g., (31).
To be able to do this type of recognition, we propose to combine the information we have from each signed concept in a tree-like structure. In this approach, all the training samples are used to obtained the 3D reconstruction of the hands. Each training sample is labeled with the meaning (concept label) and type of handshape. For example, if we have the sign "legal" as a sample video, which is signed with a "L" handshape, we will give it two labels: "legal" and "L," specifying the meaning and type of handshape. This training sample is used to learn that "legal" is signed with handshape "L" and a left-down motion. We can now teach the system that the concept "library" is signed with a "L" handshape and a circular motion, without the need to provide any sample video -much like ASL is taught in the classroom. The system is now ready to recognize these two ASL signs.
Our tree structure works as follows. Handshapes are used at the first level of the tree structure. For each learned handshape, we add as many branches as needed to represent all the concepts that the system has in memory. As we have seen, many signs have identical handshape and motion but are signed in a different POA. If this is the case, we add a third level in our hierarchy to specify the different POAs needed to make the distinction.
Note that one could also design a tree structure that starts with POAs or motion categories at the first level and then employ the other two components in the second and third levels of the hierarchy. Here, we chose to use the handshapes in the first level because of the structure of the dataset we are going to use as in Section 4. In fact, the tree structure should always be fitted to the vocabulary of the signs in use. And it needs to be adjusted when new signs are added into the vocabulary as we will show later. On the other hand, the easy adjustment of this tree structure is the only thing that is required when new signs are added. No additional training is needed. Also note that if hand orientation is needed to distinguish signs in the vocabulary, one can add another level for this component in the tree structure conveniently.
As a final note, one could design a system which does not require of any training video sequence. The handshape could be provided by an interactive tool that allow the user to work with a hand model similar to that depicted in Fig. 6 . The system could then be entirely trained with labels, without the need to collect any large database of signs. This would however require of expertise users to train the system. The advantage of using a training video to learn the 3D handshape, is that we do not need to provide any 3D model of it since the system will learn this by itself.
Experimental Results
To obtain our results we employ the video sequences of the Purdue ASL Database (23), which include challenging sets of ASL signs using a variety of handshapes, motions and POA. The database contains 2, 576 video sequences. The resolution of the videos is 640 × 480 pixels with the hand size varying from a minimum of (approximately) 55×55 to a maximum of (approximately) 140 × 140 pixels. The size of the face in the video sequences varies from 110 × 110 to 160 × 160 pixels.
The first set of the video sequences in the Purdue ASL set include a large number of basic handshapes. This corresponds to a set of video clips in which each person signs two ASL concepts with distinct meanings. Each sign is given by a common handshape but distinct motion and/or POA. Therefore, these video sequences provide an adequate testing ground for the proposed system. Since these ASL sequences do not include different palm hand orientation, we have not included this in our model. Nonetheless, this can be readily added, because the palm orientation is directly given by the 3D reconstruction and the reference coordinates as given by the face location.
In our experiments, we used the video sequences of 10 different subjects. Each subject performed 38 distinct signs. Since each handshape is shared by two different signs, there is a total of 19 different handshapes. The handshapes and the corresponding signs are shown in Table. 1. Table 1 In this table, the first column describes the type of handshape, while the second column specifies the two meanings the observed in the Purdue database.
In general, it is very difficult to accurately track the knuckles of the hand fully automatically. This is mainly due to the limited image resolution, inevitable self-occlusions and the lack of salient characteristics present in the video sequences. Progress is being made toward automatic detections, but current existing algorithms require high quality images and slow motions of the hands (12; 37), which are not usually the case in ASL video sequences. Since our goal is to test the performance of the algorithms presented in this paper, not that of an automatic hand tracker, we use a semi-automatic hand point tracking algorithm to obtain the positions of the visible hand points in the image sequences of each sign.
This semi-automatic tracking algorithm works as follows. To begin with, the positions of the visible hand points (in the first frame of the sign) in each video sequence are manually marked. The rest of the hand points are labelled as occluded fiducials. Then, a tracker based on the idea of the Sampling Importance Resampling (SIR) particle filter (3) is employed to follow the 2D image movements of each of the hand fiducials. In our implementation, appearance and geometrical features of the hand points are used to estimate the weights of the particles. The appearance features used include the cropped images of the visible hand points, while the geometrical features employed the lengths of finger segments and the angles separating them. After the automatic tracking results are obtained, they are shown to the user. In this way, the user can correct any inaccuracies of the tracker and can mark those points that had just become visible. Similarly, newly occluded hand points can be labelled as such. After the tracking has been corrected or verified by the user, the particle filter provides the detection result for the next frame. This process is iterated until we have accounted for all the frames in the video sequence.
The above defined tracking algorithm is applied to the ASL video sequences used in our experiment. The trackings obtained with this algorithm are almost always correct, except when there are occlusions or large changes between consecutive frames. During our experiments, about 28% of the automatically tracked hand points had to be manually corrected. We can conclude that this tracking algorithm greatly reduces the work load that would be required by manual marking, but that additional research is needed in this area before we can successfully resolve the problem of fully automatic recognition of ASL signs.
For each of the 380 video sequences, the 3D handshape is reconstructed from the tracked hand point positions using the algorithm presented in Section 2.1. Having the 3D handshape, the motion parameters associated to each of the frames are recovered using the method described in Section 2.2. The POA is given by the algorithm defined in Section 3.3.
Our first experiment is intended to test the validity of the recovered 3D handshape. Note that the remaining system is based on this and, hence, a poor reconstruction could lead to later problems. For this experiment, we chose the sequences of 3 subjects as the training set, while using the rest of the sequences belonging to the remaining 7 subjects as the testing set. All possible 120 combinations of this 3-fold cross-validation test are employed. A handshape is correctly recognized if the class label obtained by the recognition algorithm is the same as the true label. The final recognition results are defined as the total number of correct recognitions over the total number of test sequences. The recognition rate is 100%.
This result shows that our algorithm provides robust reconstruction of the 3D handshapes, although the detection and tracking of the hand fiducials contains noise and large occlusions. Especially, amongst the 19 handshapes in our experiments there are several similar handshapes. For example, the handshapes "U" and "R" are very similar. The only slight difference between them are the positioning of the index finger and the middle finger. In handshape "U," the index finger and the middle finger go together -straight and parallel to each other. In handshape "R," the two fingers are slightly crossed, as shown in Fig. 14. An excellent 3D reconstruction is needed to be able to disambiguate the two. Our system achieves this thanks to the multiple features encoded into the system -including spatial information and angles. Now that we know that the handshape representation and recognition system used provide an adequate bases to distinguish between a large variety of signs, we would like to see how well these results combine with the motion features obtained by our system. In our second experiment, the signs with the same handshape and motion are considered identical. The goal of this experiment is to determine whether the system can disambiguate signs regardless of their POA. For example, the concept "father" and "tree" have the same handshape and motion patterns (as given by our representation, since shake and tap are classified in the same class). Nonetheless, these need to be distinguished from the other signs having a common handshape but a distinct motion. Using the same cross-validation procedure described above, we randomly chose the video sequences of 3 subjects for training, and use the rest for testing. The recognition rate is 95.5%.
The third experiment will test the accuracy of our system in classifying ASL signs from different subjects when using the three basic components of the manual sign. Hence, in this experiment, the goal is to determine the true underlying meaning of each sign. This means, we are now required to correctly discriminate the three basic components of the sign -its handshape, motion and POA. This is thus the most challenging of the experiments. Using the same 3-fold cross-validation test as above, the final recognition rate is 93.9%.
In Fig. 15 , we show an example of the outcome of the proposed system for the signs "car" and "lousy". Their corresponding tree structure are shown in Fig.16 .
These results suggest that the tree structures recognition approach presented in this paper is appropriate to represent and recognize ASL signs even when these are signed by different people. Two examples of such tree structure are shown in Fig. 16 . When we recognize the handshape in a sequence as "3," we need to further subdivide the classifier into several sub-sections, as shown in Fig.16(a) . If the motion category is "left" and the POA is region 1, the ASL concept is "car." If the motion class is "right" or "right-down" and the POA is region 0 ("none"), the ASL concept is "lousy." Similarly, when we recognize the handshape as "W," we follow the tree sub-structures in Fig.16(b) . In this case, if the motion category is "tapping" or "none" and the POA is region 5 or 6, the concept is "water." But, if the motion is a "circle" and the POA is region 0, the recognized concept is "Wednesday."
It is important to note that the efficiency of this tree structure does not diminish when the number of concepts (signs) increases. This is in contrast to other approaches, as in hidden Markov models, neural networks and discriminant analysis. This is an important property, which should allow us to move from small vocabularies to large ones in the near future.
We also note that since in the Purdue database there are only two concepts which are associated with handshape "3," we can simplify the tree descriptors to that shown in Fig. 17(a) , where we only use the motion to decide the concept. If the motion is "left," the ASL concept is "car", otherwise "lousy." A similar simplification is possible for the "water" and "Wednesday" signs as illustrated in Fig. 17(b) . These simplifications are important, because they make the system more robust to signing variations. Note that native signers may very well be using a similar simplification approach. This then leads to different ways to sign the same ASL concept -not because they are different signs, but because the feature that was left out from the representation is now free to vary without affecting the meaning of the sign. Additional simplifi- cations could be extracted by means of discriminant analysis algorithms, for which stable algorithm can be defined (24) . However, if a new sign is learned that needs to incorporate the feature we had eliminated, then such variations are no longer possible and the original representation has to be recovered. Our last experiment is intended to test the algorithm's ability to recognize new (unseen, untrained) signs, which is one of the main advantages of the proposed approach. For this experiment, we use the same cross validation method and the same dataset of 10 subjects, 19 handshapes and 38 signs as in the previous experiments. However, in testing we include one more sign: "King," for each of the subject. What we need to do is to add the configuration of the sign "King" (handshape "K," motion "right" and "down," and POA "0") into the tree structure. Fig. 18 shows how the tree structure under handshape "K" is updated. Note that there is no need to change the rest of the tree structure. The recognition rate of the new signs "King" is 89.5% and the recognition rate of the whole vocabulary including the new signs "King" is 93.5% . This shows how the proposed algorithm is able to recognize new ASL signs with a single adjustment of the tree structure.
Conclusions
To successfully represent ASL signs, one needs to be able to recover their 3D position, handshape and motion. In this paper we have presented a set of algorithms specifically designed to accomplish this. Since in ASL, selfocclusions and imprecise detections are common, we have presented extensions of the structure-from-motion and resection algorithms that appropriately resolve these issues. We have also introduced the use of a face detector to identify the place of articulation of the sign. These components together complete the representation of a sign and allow us to uniquely identify signs that only diverge in one of these three variables.
We have then developed specific algorithm for the recognition of new signs, and we have introduced a tree-based classifier that can be trained with video sequences or simple dictionary-like instructions. Experimental results using a database of hard to distinguish signs demonstrated the robustness of the proposed algorithms.
We have also noted that the learning system defined in this contributionthe tree structure -does not limit the number of concepts learned, as hidden Markov models or other approaches would. This should facilitate the extension of the proposed algorithm to do recognition in large vocabularies. From this, we will be able to move to recognition in context, i.e., sentences. However, new fundamental results will be needed to disambiguate signs from context, since the same sign can be articulated differently depending on the contents of its sentence.
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